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ABSTRACT: Periodic GGA+U and atomistic thermodynamic
modeling, combined with IR and isotopic exchange investigations,
were employed for comprehensive description of NO2 and NO3
adsorption on the (100) surface of Co3O4 nanocubes. A wide range
of identified NO2 and NO3 adspecies includes N- and O-bound
monodentate (η1), bidentate (η2), bridging bidentate (μ-η2), and
bridging monodentate (μ-η1:η1) surface complexes. The most stable
were the bridging μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−ONO−CoO (−1.91 eV) and
chelating η2(O,O)-NO2−CoT (Eads = −1.87 eV) adducts over dual
tetrahedral (CoT2c) and ocatehedral (CoO5c) sites, whereas the μ-
η1(O):η1(O)-CoO−ONO−CoO (−1.25 eV) and η2(O,O)-NO2−
CoO (−1.57 eV) adducts of the CoO centers only were less strongly
bound. The DOS structure, spin density repartition, and atomic
partial charge analysis were used for detailed interpretation of the electronic structure of the most stable NO2 and NO3 adducts.
Thermodynamic ΘNO2

= f(pNO2
, T) diagrams were constructed for quantitative interpretation of the NO2 and NO3 adsorption on the

(100) surface. A complex set of intermolecular surface O ↔NO ↔ NO2↔ NO3 dynamics was thoroughly examined and applied for
elucidation of an intricate mechanism of the NO2 and NO3 desorption, NO oxidation, and N16O/N18O isotopic exchange, providing
a scientific background for SCR, deNOx, or NOx-sensing reactions as well.

1. INTRODUCTION

Noxious exhaust gases emitted from stationary sources and
combustion vehicles contain various nitrogen oxides that
contribute to the smog development, acid rains, ozone
depletion, and the greenhouse effect as well.1 Efficient
abatement of such contaminants below the permitted emission
levels is one of the prime challenges for environmental
catalysis, and for this purpose various catalytic processes have
been developed so far.2 Apart from the most common NO and
NO2 nitrogen oxides, there is an increasing concern about
lesser known NO3 species.3,4 Nitrogen trioxide produced by
the reaction of NO2 with ozone has been recognized as a
critical intermediate influencing the pollution chemistry of the
nocturnal atmosphere. Acting as an efficient abstractor of the
hydrogen atom from VOC molecules, it is also involved in the
production of atmospheric nitric acid.5 On oxide catalytic
surfaces, NO3 and NO2 (often in the form of the congener
NO3

− and NO2
− anions) may be produced via NO2

disproportionation or NO/NO2 oxidation.
6

The two prime processes for NOx elimination include direct
decomposition into elements (deNOx)7−9 and selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) by using various hydrocarbons10−12

or NH3.
13−16 Both reactions can be promoted significantly by

oxidation of NO into NO2 (fast SCR).17 The catalytic
oxidation of NO to NO2 is then a key step for effective NOx

removal in various SCR processes,18 including the NOx

storage−reduction (NSR) variants.19 In this context, it is
worth mentioning that NOx gases are also foremd in an
undesired side reaction of the nonselective ammonia oxidation
that competes with the main SCR process.20−22

Numerous studies on developing robust catalysts for NO
oxidation exploring different types of heterogeneous catalysts
have been reported23−26 Supported systems containing
platinum group metals have been identified as one of the
most active.27,26,28 However, transition oxide spinel catalysts
have been found to exhibit competing activities for NO
oxidation.29,30 It is also worth mentioning that rapid oxidation
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of nitric oxide is particularly beneficial for diesel soot
abetment,8,31 and recently reported mixed mesoporous
MxCo3−xO4 spinels (M = Zn and Ni) show impressive
catalytic activity in NOx-mediated soot combustion.32 Nitric
oxides are also involved in N2O elimination from tail gases of
nitric acid plants as a most harmful contaminant for low-
temperature oxide catalysts. Various surface and bulk-
promoted cobalt spinel catalysts belong to the most active
materials for this process.33−36 The presence of nitric oxide in
the feed, however, substantially deteriorates the catalytic
performance of Co3O4, due to formation of various NOx
adspecies that are blocking active sites.37 Indeed, in the
presence of NO in the feed, the reactive surface oxygen
intermediates present on the cobalt spinel surface may interact
with the gas phase and/or adsorbed NO molecules, giving rise
to the formation of various NOx adspecies that are strongly
attached to the surface. Nature, electronic structure, and
surface dynamics of those species are not comprehensively
elucidated as yet. Co3O4 is also a good catalyst for NO
oxidation, even at low temperatures and high space velocities,
and the catalysts calcined at 300 °C show the maximum yield
of nitrogen dioxide formation.38,39

The high sensitivity of cobalt spinel to NO and NO2 capture
has been used for the development of the p-type Co3O4

40,41

and mixed cobalt spinel sensor devices42 for the detection of
nitric oxides. It is presumed that NO2 molecules reacting with
the chemisorbed oxygen species lead to the formation of NO3

−

adspecies, which is directly reflected in changes of the sensor
resistance. To explore sensing capabilities of the Co3O4
nanostructures, the chemical state of the NO2 and NO
adspecies and their surface dynamics in the presence of oxygen
at the temperature of the sensor operation has to be
thoroughly elucidated. It provides for a suitable molecular
background for understanding the detection mechanism in the
requisite detail.
Catalytic performance of the nanocrystalline cobalt spinel

catalysts is highly influenced by the structure of the exposed
planes and the presence of defects such as oxygen vacancies in
particular.43−47 Survey of the experimental data shows that the
Co3O4 catalysts prepared by conventional methods are mainly
faceted on the (100) and (111) planes with a small and scarce
share of the (110) termination only.48−50 Furthermore, a quite
straightforward hydrothermal synthesis Co3O4 nanocrystals of
the cubic shape allows for their widespread application as a
versatile model system for rigorous investigations into the
structure−catalytic activity relationship of this redox intricate
benchmarking catalytic system.
Thorough molecular-level studies of the interaction of

nitrogen di- and trioxides with cobalt spinel surface are
scarcely addressed in the literature, so we performed systematic
DFT investigations combined with ab initio thermodynamic
modeling into the adsorption and surface dynamics of NO2
and NO3 on the (100) surface exposed by cobalt spinel
nanocubes. The computational studies were corroborated by
IR and isotopic exchange measurements.

2. COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. DFT Calculations. For the performed periodic VASP

calculations, a spin unrestricted DFT+U level of theory with
PAW scheme and GGA-PW9151 exchange-functional were
employed. The Hubbard U parameter was set to U = 3.0 eV for
the Co ions, following the previous literature.52,53 The
Monkhorst−Pack mesh54 of the 5 × 5 × 5 density for bulk

and 5 × 5 × 1 for slab calculations with the cutoff energy of
500 eV were used for the Brillouin zone sampling. The
Methfessel−Paxton55 smearing parameter set to σ = 0.1 eV,
and the SCF equations were solved with the convergence limit
set to 10−5 eV. The bulk cobalt spinel unit cell was obtained by
optimizing the experimental cubic (1 × 1 × 1) cell containing
56 ions (within an error of 10−3 eV/Å), upon fitting the
calculated E/V values to the Birch−Murnaghan equation.56

The surface (1 × 1) slab models of the Co30O40 stoichiometry
were constructed by cutting the optimized bulk structure in the
[100] direction. The thickness of the oxide layer is ∼10 Å (11
atomic sheets), and the vacuum separation between them was
equal to ∼12 Å. An apposite symmetry of the top and bottom
terminations was ascertained to minimize development of the
dipole moment within the supercells. Full relaxation of the
atomic positions was allowed only for the three top and three
bottom layers, since the changes in the atomic positions in
deeper sublayers were insignificant (for details, see Figure S1).
The atomic charges were calculated employing the Bader
scheme,57 whereas the local magnetic moments were derived
from the difference of the spin up and down charges in the
Wigner spheres, centered at the atomic positions. Transition
states (TS) were calculated within the nudged elastic band
approach (NEB),58 and 5−9 NEB images were used for this
aim.

2.2. First-Principles Thermodynamics. The free en-
thalpy of NOx (x = 1, 2, and 3) adsorption, ΔaGsurf

tot , were
expressed as a difference between the corresponding values of
the slab model covered by ni NOx molecules (Gslab(T, pi, ni)),
and the sum of the free enthalpies of the bare surface (Gslab(T,
p)) and the gaseous NOx species (Gi

gas(T, pi)):
59

Δ =

− [ + ]

G T p n G T p n

G T p G T p

( , , ) ( , , )

( , ) ( , )

a i i i i

i i

surf.
tot. slab

slab gas
(1)

The free enthalpy of the slab was next approximated as
ΔGslab ≈ ΔEslab, while the ΔaGsurf

tot term (eq 2) was factorized
into an electronic contribution (ΔaE

el), calculated as the
difference of the DFT energies (eq 3) and the change in the
chemical potential of the NOx molecules upon adsorption of ni
species on the surface (niΔμi, see eq 4).

Δ = Δ − ΔμG T p n E n( , , )a i i a i isurf.
tot. el

(2)

Δ = − −E E n E nE n((100)/ NO ) ((100)) ( NO )a x x
el el el el

(3)

Δμ = Δμ° + °T p T RT p p( , ) ( ) ln( / )i i i (4)

The standard Δμ°(T) potential was calculated by means of the
statistical thermodynamics, whereas for the temperature and
pressure dependence of the surface coverage, Θ(p,T) a
multisite Langmuir isotherm model was applied60,61 (for
details, see the Supporting Information section S2).

2.3. Experimental Methods. Cobalt spinel nanocrystals
of cubic shape were synthesized by the hydrothermal method
(180 °C, 3 h), using a Teflon-lined steel autoclave, and a
precursor mixture of 0.01 mol of Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 0.005
mol of NaOH (Merk) dissolved in 10 mL of water. The
obtained spinel catalyst was washed several times with distilled
water and then dried at 60 °C for 12 h. The relevant
physicochemical characterization of the Co3O4 sample,
confirming high quality and an euhedral shape of the
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synthesized nanocrystals is reported in the Supporting
Information section S3.
Surface sate of the adsorbed NOx species was examined by

FT-IR spectroscopy with the 2 cm−1 spectral resolution, using
a Vertex 70 spectrometer with the MCT detector. Before the
measurements, the self-supporting wafers (40 mg of the Co3O4
catalyst diluted with 10 mg of SiO2) were pretreated in situ at
450 °C in vacuo for 1 h and then in 1% O2 at 300 °C for 1 h.
Nitrogen monoxide was adsorbed at room temperature, under
the pressure of 5−10 Torr, and the physisorbed and the
remaining gas phase NO were removed by evacuation. For
evaluation of the thermal stability of the chemisorbed NOx
species, the evacuation temperature was increased up to 400
°C. The thermo-programmed isotopic exchange experiments
were performed in the range of 25−600 °C, by pulsing N16O
on the cobalt spinel surface covered by the 18O-labeled oxygen
adspecies. The gas composition measurements were carried
out by means of a QMS detector (Hiden Analytical HPR20),
and a quartz flow reactor with 200 mg of the catalyst (sieve
fraction of 0.2−0.3 mm), under the flow of 30 mL·min−1 and
the heating rate of 10 °C·min−1 was used in those experiments.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Bulk and Surface Characteristics of Co3O4

Nanocubes. For validation of the spinel structure modeling,
we briefly compared the calculated geometric, electronic, and
magnetic parameters with the available experimental values,
and collation of the results is presented in the Supporting
Information section S4. A good agreement between the
calculated and experimental data reveals that the applied
atomistic model and the calculation scheme were adequate for
accurate modeling of the cobalt spinel structure and surface
energetics.

The TEM image of a cobalt spinel nanograin (Figure 1a1)
reveals its euhedral cubic shape, whereas the corresponding
space-filling model (CPK) (Figure 1a2) shows the overall
arrangement of the constituent atoms on the exposed (100)
plane. A more detailed picture presenting the 2 × 2 (100)
surface element (Figure 1b) shows that this termination is
composed of truncated octahedral CoO5c ions (coded blue; the
subscript indicates their actual coordination number), exposed
truncated tetrahedral CoT2c ions (purple), and dipped
tetrahedral CoT4c ions of regular coordination (green). The
anionic sublattice is constituted by 3-fold coordinated oxygen
ions (O3O) bound to CoO exclusively, four 3-fold coordinated
anions (O2O,1T) linked to two CoO and to a CoT cation, and
two fully coordinated O3O,1T species (all O atoms are shown in
red). The structure of the single cationic sites is presented in
Figure 1c1,c2, where the dangling bonds are marked by dashed
lines. Dual cationic sites on the (100) surface can also be
involved in the NOx adsorption due to the small intercationic
distances (dCo···Co). For the dual Co

O···CoO sites (Figure 1d1),
such a distance dCo···Co is 2.98 Å, whereas in the case of CoT···
CoO pairs (Figure 1d2), it is longer (3.29 Å). The bridging
geometries of the NOx binding are therefore achievable on
those both kinds of the adsorption sites (see below). For the
sake of completeness, we also took into account the single
anionic O2O,1T and O3O centers (Figures 1e1,e2) while
modeling the NOx adsorption modes.
The electronic and magnetic structure of the ions exposed

on the (100) termination are shown in Figure S3. For all
surface ions, the Bader charge analysis showed only small
changes in comparison to bulk values. Inspection of the spin
density repartition revealed an open-shell nature of all the
surface cations (see Figure S3b). The magnetic moments
(Figure S3c) were preserved for the CoT2c ions (μ ≅ 2.6 μB, S

Figure 1. TEM picture of a cobalt spinel cubic nanocrystal (a1) together with the corresponding CPK model (a2). The ball and stick perspective
view of the (2 × 2) element of the (100) surface, defining the surface sites and their labeling (b). The geometric structure of single cationic (c1,c2),
double cationic (d1,d2), and anionic (e1,e2) adsorption sites on the cobalt spinel (100) facet. Color coding: surface CoT2c (purple); subsurface
CoT4c (green); Co

O
5c (blue); and O (red).
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= 3/2), whereas low (∼0 μB, S = 0) to high spin (∼1.9 μB, S =
1) transition takes place in the case of the surface CoO5c
centers.63 The calculated charges and magnetization values of
both cobalt sites were used as the convenient reference points,
while examining changes in their oxidation states induced by
the adsorption of NO, NO2, and NO3 molecules on the (100)
surface of Co3O4.
3.2. NO2 Adsorption. Taking into account that nitrogen

monoxide is not only a product of dissociative adsorption of
NO2 and NO3 but also a precursor molecule for their on-
surface formation upon NO adsorption in the presence of
oxygen, we briefly recalled in the Supporting Information
section S6, the most important modes of the NO attachment,
which are implicated in the complex NO−NO2−NO3 surface
dynamics. A thorough study of all possible surface NO adducts,
including a detailed analysis of their electronic and magnetic
structures, has been described in our previous paper.62

Interaction of NO2 molecules with the (100) surface gives
rise a large variety of conceivable topological and conforma-
tional configurations (Figure 2).
Associative adsorption modes include bridging (μ-η1;η1)

attachment of NO2 to the dual [CoT···CoO] or [CoO···CoO]
centers (Figure 2, the first and second column), occurring
through the two terminal oxygen (O,O) or oxygen and
nitrogen atoms (O,N), together with the bidentate (η2) and
monodentate (η1) binding isomers involving single cobalt
centers only (Figure 2, the third and fourth column,
respectively). Dissociative modes lead to coexistence of the
NO and O fragments adsorbed on the [CoT···CoO] and
[CoO···CoO] cationic pairs. Since NO ligand can be attached
through oxygen or nitrogen moiety, there are six different
possible conformations shown in the right column of Figure 2.
A brief inspection of the NO2 adsorption energetics (Figure

2) reveals that only associative forms exhibit significant
adsorption energies. Among them, the O-down surface adducts
are the most stable with Eads = −1.91 and −1.87 eV for the

bridging μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−ONO−CoO and the chelating
η2(O,O)-NO2−CoT species, respectively. The bridging μ-
η1(N):η1(O) modes of NO2 adsorption on the [CoT···CoO]
pairs (CoT−N(O)O−CoO and CoT−O(O)N−CoO adducts),
together with single-center bidentate, η2(O,N) and mono-
dentate η1(N) and η1(O) conformations of the NO2

attachment to the CoT centers, are characterized by similar
adsorption energies (Eads = −1.63, −1.65, −1.62,−1.57, and
−1.43 eV, respectively). This fact, along with an apparent
geometrical resemblance (all adspecies are connected to the
CoT sites), allows for the coexistence of such adducts on the
(100) surface, and their mutual transformation one into
another. The adducts stabilized exclusively on the CoO sites,
such as the bridging μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoO−ONO−CoO and μ-
η1(N):η1(O)-CoO−ONO−CoO adspecies, as well as the
monodentate η1(N)-OON−CoO adducts, are characterized
by lower adsorption energies (Eads = −1.25, −0.93, and −0.75
eV, respectively). The adsorption energies of the dissociative
forms (calculated versus gas-phase NO2) point to their lower
stability in comparison with the associative counterparts
(Figure 2). Moreover, only the configurations comprising the
adducts stabilized through nitrogen atom are thermodynami-
cally stable. The ON−O bond cleavage upon adsorption of
NO2 is rather energetically demanding, especially for the
bridged forms attached through the O atoms (see below,
Figure 10). The unfavorable dissociation energetics implies
that the NO molecules accommodated on the (100) surface
covered with monatomic oxygen intermediates can readily be
oxidized into NO2 adspecies (NO(ads) + O(ads) → NO2(ads)).
For this reaction the energetically most advantageous starting
species are the {η1-ON−CoT, η1-O−CoT} and {η1-O−CoT, η1-
ON−CoO} pairs, where NO is ligated through nitrogen atom
on the CoT2c or CoO5c centers, respectively. Such config-
urations may readily (in a one-step bond-formation process)
produce the bridging μ-η1(N):η1(O)-CoT−N(O)O−CoO and

Figure 2. Conceivable associative and dissociative modes of NO2 adsorption on the (100) Co3O4 surface together with the corresponding
adsorption energies (Eads). Color coding: Co

T
2c, purple; Co

O
5c, light blue; N, dark blue; and O, red.
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μ-η1(O):η1(N)-CoT−O(O)N−CoO NO2 adducts of NO2.
This issue is further discussed in section 3.6.
From the structural characteristics of the associative NO2

adsorption forms presented in Table 1, we learn that the N−

Co and O−Co bonds are distinctly longer than in the case of
NO and that the N−O bond is also slightly expanded upon
coordination. The adsorption is accompanied by significant
charge flow onto the NO2 admolecule, and the electron density

Table 1. Energetics, Geometry, Partial Charge (qB), and Magnetization (μ) of the Most Stable Associative Modes of NO2
Adsorption on the (100) Termination of Cobalt Spinel, together with the Corresponding Reference Values Calculated for the
Bare (100) Surface and Gas-Phase NO2(g)

adsorption modes reference states

properties μ-η1:η1-CoT−ONO−CoO μ-η1:η1-CoO−ONO−CoO η2-NO2−CoT η1-O2N−CoT η1-ONO−CoT (100)-S NO2

Eads/eV −1.91 −1.24 −1.94 −1.57 −1.43
dCo−NO2

/Å 1.92; 2.07 1.96/1.97 2.03 1.92 1.87

dN−O/Å 1.29; 1.26 1.27/1.27 1.29 1.24 1.22; 1.33 1.21
qB(Co

T)/|e| +1.22 +1.22 +1.21 +1.20 +1.09
qB(Co

O)/|e| +1.32 +1.31/+1.31 +1.36 +1.37 +1.34
qB(N)/|e| +0.55 +0.52 +0.51 +0.42 +0.51 +0.70

qB(O)/|e|
−0.61 −0.49 −0.57 −0.44 −0.67

−0.35
−0.51 −0.50 −0.57 −0.44 −0.41

qB(NO2)/|e| −0.57 −0.47 −0.63 −0.46 −0.57
μ(CoT)/μB 2.58 2.57 2.59 2.48 2.54 2.55
μ(CoO)/μB −0.02 −0.02 1.85 1.88
μ(N)/μB 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 −0.03 0.26

μ(O)/μB
0.00 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.05

0.24
0.04 0.01 0.05 −0.02 −0.04

aThe negative sign in the magnetization results from β spin orientation.

Figure 3. Spin density contour for the μ-η1:η1-CoT−ONO−CoO adduct (a), together with the profiles of density of states (b, b1), and the
corresponding most relevant partial charge density contours (c1−c8). Color coding: CoT2c, purple; CoO5c, light blue; N, dark blue; and O, red.
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is not shared equally between the atoms. A pronounced
negative charge acquired by the NO2 adspecies (ΔqB is ranging
from −0.46 to −0.63 |e| for different adsorption modes) and
their apparently closed-shell nature (μNO2

≅ 0, see the bottom
rows in Table 1) are in line with a NO2

− formulation of the
ligated molecule. Analysis of the electronic and magnetic
structure of the surrounding cobalt cations did not reveal any
specific CoO electrodonor center, in contrast to the CoT sites
that exhibit a distinct charge increase. However, a significant
drop in the magnetization from μ = 1.88 μB to μ ≅ 0 μB
observed for the CoO5c cations can be associated with the
t2g

5eg
1 → t2g

6eg
0 spin-crossover into the diamagnetic state

induced by the NO2 ligation.
The spin density repartition for the most stable μ-η1:η1-

CoT−ONO−CoO exemplary adduct is shown in Figure 3a, and
the associated partial charge density maps along with the
pDOS plots are presented in Figure 3b,c, respectively.
Inspection of Figure 3a confirms that only the CoT moiety
maintains its paramagnetic state upon the NO2 ligation. A
more thorough insight into the coordination features of the
bridging NO2 attachment was obtained from the detailed
examination of the DOS structure and the partial charge
density diagrams for the most relevant ligand−metal MO

interactions (Figure 3b,c). Analysis of the hybridization extent
of the key σ and π/π* orbitals of NO2 with the 3d orbitals of
the CoT and CoO cations shows strongly uneven involvement
of both cobalt centers in the NO2 ligation. Hybridization of the
deep-lying 4a1, 3b1 (and 1b2) with the 3d Co orbitals is
negligible (see Figure 3c1,c2), and the corresponding DOS
states are located in the range from −6.5 to −9 eV (Figure 3b).
Strong in-plane and out-of-plane π−3d interactions that are
essential for the NO2 binding are highly spin-polarized, and
associated with the DOS features located in the band between
−5 and −1 eV. The in-plane 5a1−dxz, 4b1−dz2/dxz and the
1a2−dyz out-of-plane bonding interactions may serve as a lucid
illustration of the uneven involvement of both cobalt sites in
the NO2 ligation (Figure 3c3,c4,c5). In contrast, the originally
SOMO orbital (6a1) is strongly, and more equally, hybridized
with the 3dxz orbitals of the dual CoT and CoO centers (see
Figure 3c6 for bonding and Figure 3c7 for the antibonding
interactions), giving rise to the DOS features located between
−0.5 and −1.5 eV below EF, in accordance with the NO2

−

formulation of the ligated nitrogen dioxide. In turn, the empty
2b2 MO of the NO2 moiety is only weekly hybridized with
cobalt 3d; thus, it can be associated with the dominant DOS
state located above the Fermi level.

Figure 4. Conceivable associative and dissociative modes of NO3 adsorption on the (100) surface of cobalt spinel together with the corresponding
adsorption energies (Eads). Color coding: Co

T
2c, purple; Co

O
5c, light blue; N, dark blue; and O, red.

Table 2. Energetics, Geometry, Partial Charge (qB), and Magnetization (μ) of the Most Stable Associative Modes of NO3
Adsorption on the (100) Termination of Cobalt Spinel, Together with the Reference Values Calculated for the Bare Spinel
Surface and Gas-Phase NO3(g)

adsorption modes reference states

property μ-η1:η1-CoT−NO3−CoO η1-NO3−CoT μ-η1:η1-CoO−NO3−CoO (100)-S NO3(g)

Eads/eV −2.88 −2.53 −1.63
dCo−NOx/Å 1.90; 2.09 1.84 1.95; 1.99
dN−O/Å 1.33; 1.22 1.39; 1.23 1.30; 1.23 1.25
qB(Co

T)/|e| +1.24 +1.23 +1.13 +1.09
qB(Co

O)/|e| +1.35 +1.38 +1.36 +1.34
qB(N)/|e| +0.83 +0.84 +0.82 +0.90

qB(O)/|e|
−0.62 −0.64 −0.51

−0.30−0.50 −0.64 −0.40
−0.37 −0.42 −0.40

qB(NO3)/|e| −0.65 −0.86 −0.49 0.00
μ(CoT)/μB 2.59 2.56 −2.55 2.55
μ(CoO)/μB −0.01 1.85 0.03 1.88
μ(N)/μB 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.03

μ(O)/μB

0.05 0.10 0.00
+0.290.01 0.01 0.00

0.01 0.01 0.00
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3.3. NO3 Adsorption. Once NO2 is adsorbed (or formed)
on the surface of the catalyst, it can readily recombine with an
adjacent oxygen adatom to generate nitrogen trioxide species
(NO2(ads) + O(ads) → NO3(ads)).

63−65 Thus, for a compre-
hensive account of the surface nitrogen oxides description,
adsorption of NO3 on the cobalt spinel (100) termination was
also examined. The adducts resulting from the associative and
dissociative adsorption modes of a NO3 moleculeare shown in
Figure 4, together with the calculated Eads values. Due to the
high symmetry of the NO3 molecule (D3h), the surface binding
scenarios were substantially reduced in comparison with the
previously described NO2 varieties.
The μ-η1(O):η1(O) bridging adducts, CoT−(ONO2)−CoO

and CoO−(ONO2)−CoO, are characterized by the adsorption
energies of −2.88 and −1.63 eV, respectively. Such a large
energy difference again reveals that the exposed diagonal CoT2c
cations exhibit much higher affinity to bind NOx species than
the more coordinatively saturated CoO5c sites. This finding is
also valid for a monodentate O2NO−CoT adduct, whose
adsorption energy (Eads = −2.53 eV) is even higher (in
absolute value) than that calculated for the doubly bonded
CoO−(ONO2)−CoO complex (Eads = −1.63 eV). Two most
probable dissociative modes of the NO3 adsorption are

presented in the fourth column in Figure 4. Breaking one of
the N−O bonds leads to the formation of μ-η1(O):η1(O)-
CoT−ONO−CoO and O−CoO5c adspecies (described in detail
in Figure 2 and Table 1), whereas breaking of the second N−O
bond gives rise to a NO molecule attached through the oxygen
atom to the CoT2c center. Only in the former case is the
resultant dissociative configuration stable against gas-phase
NO3 (Eads = −1.65 eV). It is, however, definitely less stable
than the associatively adsorbed μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−
(ONO2)−CoO adduct (Eads = −2.88 eV). Dissociatively
adsorbed NO3 is kinetically stable only and may likely be
converted back into the molecular NO3 adspecies. Double
dissociation of the NO3 adducts is definitely unfavorable due
to the positive energy of this process (Eads = +0.69 eV).
Analysis of the data presented in Table 2 reveals that the

interfacial coordination chemistry of NO3 on the (100) Co3O4

surface is in gross features similar to that observed for NO2. In
all cases, owing to the high electron affinity of NO3, its
adsorption is accompanied by significant charge flow from the
spinel surface onto the ligand, leading to the formation of a
negatively charged closed-shell NO3

− species (see the bottom
rows of Table 2). The most stable μ-η1:η1-CoT−ONO2−CoO
adduct is characterized by a bond length of dCoT−ON = 1.90 Å

Figure 5. Spin density contour of the μ-η1:η1-CoT−ONO2−CoO surface adduct (a), together with the profiles of density of states (b, b1), and the
corresponding most relevant partial charge density contours (c1−c8). Color coding: CoT2c, purple; CoO5c, light blue; N, dark blue; and O, red.
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and dCoO−ON = 2.09 Å. The charge flow from the surface into
the NO3 admolecule was equal to −0.65 |e| that with the null
value of the magnetization (μNO3

≅ 0) implies an electron
donation from the surface into the SOMO of NO3 to produce
a closed shell NO3

− ligand. Only small alterations in the
oxidation state of the hosting sites were observed (ΔqB (CoT2c)
= +0.15 |e| and ΔqB (CoO5c) = −0.01 |e|). However, a
significant drop of the magnetization takes place at the CoO5c
center (from 1.88 μB to 0 μB). The resultant spin density
contour for this adsorption mode is shown in Figure 5a, where
the electrons are paired in both the admolecule and the CoO5c
hosting site as well. The pDOS structure and the
corresponding partial charge density maps are presented in
Figure 5b,b1,c1−c5, respectively. The deep 1b1, 2a1, 2b1 states
(labeled within the C2v symmetry) remain practically intact
(Figure 5c1−c3), contributing to the DOS features in the range
from −10 to −8 eV. (Figure 5b). The bonding interactions are
located in the energy region from −5 eV to the Fermi level
edge (Figure 5b1). They result from the strong in-plane and
out-of-plane interactions of the 3a1, 3b1, 4b1, 1b2 and 5b1 states
of NO3 with the corresponding dz2/dxz (in-plane) and dyz (out
of plane) states of the cobalt sites (Figure 5c4−c7). The
LUMO 2b2 orbital of NO3 interacts rather weekly with its Co
3d counterpart, bringing about a first intense empty band at 1.5
eV in the DOS structure (Figure 5b1). In summary, the
performed analysis of the NO3 ligation reveals that the
nitrogen trioxide molecule is inequitably attached to the cobalt
spinel (100) surface, where the exposed CoT cations play the
key role in the binding process.
3.4. Ab Initio Thermodynamics of the NO2 and NO3

Adsorption. Once the NO2 and NO3 adsorption forms on the
(100) plane were systematically delineated, we applied the
atomistic thermodynamic modeling to examine surface cover-
age variation as a function of the temperature and partial
pressure (Θ(p, T)).
In Figure 6a1,a2 show different NO2 coverages correspond-

ing to ΘNO2
≈ 1.51 molecule·nm−2 and ΘNO2

= 3.02 molecule·

nm−2, respectively. The lower coverage is associated with the
most stable bridging μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−ONO−CoO ad-
ducts, whereas the higher coverage corresponds to the
additional adsorption of another NO2 molecule on the
adjacent dual [CoO5c···Co

O
5c] site in the μ-η1(O):η1(O)-

CoO−ONO−CoO configuration. The calculated repulsion
forces between both admolecules are equal to 0.25 eV. The
remaining bare CoO5c adsorption site was not occupied by the
third NO2 molecule to reach higher coverage (4.53 molecule·
nm−2), as the repulsion forces overwhelm the adsorption
energy by 0.2 eV. Both stable adsorption models were next
used to calculate the free enthalpy variation for the (100)
surface covered by NO2 as a function of temperature, for the
reference NO2 pressure set to pNO2

= 0.001 atm (Figure 6b1).
The bottom envelope of the plot corresponds to the most
stable adsorption scenario under given thermodynamic
conditions. A brief analysis of the results reveals that the
NO2 monolayer (corresponding to 2 adsorbed NO2 mole-
cules) is stable below 100 °C, and the less-stable NO2
molecule attached to the CoO5c···Co

O
5c sites is released. The

temperature window of the surface stability for the μ-
η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−ONO−CoO adduct (1NO2 line) extends
up to 380 °C, where upon its desorption a bare surface
becomes the most stable state. For a more tangible description
of the adsorption process, the corresponding surface coverage,
Θ(p, T), along with its differential profile, dΘ/dT, were also
calculated (Figure 6b2). The latter reveals the ranges of the
most significant changes in the coverage as the temperature
increases, which may be associated with the appearance of
desorption maxima in the TPD profiles when quasi-
equilibrium conditions are satisfied.63 As shown in the dΘ/
dT profile (solid gray line in Figure 6b2), desorption of the first
NO2 molecule occurs at T = 110 °C, and it is characterized by
a narrow dΘ(T)/dT peak (the full width at half-maximum
fwhm = 50 °C). The release of the second NO2 molecule gives
rise to a much broader desorption peak (fwhm = 100 °C).
Thus, the first portions of NO2 may leave the surface at about
310 °C, due to thermal decomposition of the μ-η1(O):η1(O)-

Figure 6. (a) Cobalt spinel (100) surface element covered with one (a1) and two (a2) NO2 molecules. Gibbs free energy of NO2 adsorption as a
function of temperature for pNO2

set to 500 ppm (b1), together with the corresponding ΘNO2
vs T, dΘ/dT vs T, and rdiss.N−O vs T profiles (b2). 3D

Gibbs free energy diagrams of NO2 adsorption (c1) and the resulting surface coverage 3D diagram for a wide range of temperatures and NO2
pressures (c2).
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CoT−ONO−CoO adduct, and the desorption process is
extended to the temperature as high as 450 °C, where the
last portions of NO2 are released.
To assess the competition between the associative and

dissociative desorption of NO2 (described in detail in section
3.6), we also added a plot of temperature variation of the rate
of the ON−O bond dissociation (Figure 6b2, blue line),
calculted as a first order process: r(T) = k(T) ΘNO2

,

= −Δ #( )k T( ) expk T
h

G
RT

B . The coverage was obtained from the

atomistic thermodynamic modeling (vide supra), whereas the
free energy of the activation was obtained from the DFT
calculations including the entropic term derived from the
harmonic vibrational analysis. For low temperatures, dissoci-
ation of the NO2 adduct over Co

O···CoO is triggered at about
100 °C and is shifted toward higher temperature by about 50
°C in comparison to thermodynamic direct associative
desorption peak. This process is characterized by a rather
small energy barrier of 1.16 eV (see below, Figure 10, step a1).
The rate of dissociation reaches a maximum at about 175 °C,
then a rapid decrease of the μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoO−ONO−CoO
coverage leads to a gradual decrease of the dissociation rate,
until its eventual ceasing at 250 °C. These results reveal that
direct desorption of NO2 from the CoO···CoO sites occurs in a
similar temperature window with the O−NO bond dissocia-
tion. After NO2 dissociation the NO fragments are easily
released at this temperatures, since NO is stabilized on the
CoO site by 0.49 eV only (see Figure S2). For the μ-
η1(O):η1(O)-CoO−ONO−CoO adducts the dissociation proc-
ess is shifted toward higher temperatures (in line with higher
value of Ea = 1.68 eV, see Figure 9, step a1′). It starts about 300
°C (coincidentally in the same temperature as direct
desorption), and it reaches a maximum at ∼400 °C. The
dissociation peak is much more pronounced compared to its
low temperature counterpart; thus, we may expect that the
dissociative pathway plays a prime role in desorption of the
NO2 adducts stabilized on the CoO···CoT sites. In summary,

the desorption of NO2 is an involved process and may proceed
by NO2 or NO and O2 release.
The overall thermodynamic diagram of the NO2 adsorption

(Figure 6c1) provides a general view of the ΔGads changes with
pressure and temperature. It may be transposed into a 3D
diagram of the NO2 coverage variation as a function of T and
pNO2

(Figure 6c2). Inspection of this diagram shows that at low
temperatures (T < 150 °C) the surface is blocked by the
adsorbed NO2 in the wide range of pressures. The temperature
of the complete surface liberation is distinctly shifted to higher
temperatures when NO2 is more (up to 500 °C for pNO2

= 1

atm) or less (down to 300 °C, for pNO2
= 10−6 atm) abundant

in the feed (see Figure 6c2).
Analogous modeling was performed for the NO3 adsorption,

and the surfaces covered with one (CoT−ONO2−CoO) and
two (CoT−ONO2−CoO and CoO−ONO2−CoO) adspecies are
presented in Figure 7a1,a2, respectively. However, since
gaseous NO3 is quite unstable, it is problematic to set a
reliable real partial pressure range for this species. Therefore,
for the thermodynamic modeling we set the virtual pressure of
NO3 to an arbitrary level of 10−6 atm. The free enthalpy
variation for the (100) surface at various NO3 coverage for
pNO3

= 10−6 atm (Figure 7b1) shows that the surface is fully
covered by NO3 below 100 °C. Above this temperature, the
less stable CoO−ONO2−CoO adduct associated with the dual
CoO5c···Co

O
5c site spontaneously decompose. The temperature

window of the CoT−ONO2−CoO stability (1NO3 line)
extends up to 470 °C. These threshold temperatures are
better manifested in the corresponding ΘNO3

and dΘNO3
/dT vs

T plots (Figure 7b2). Desorption of the first NO3 molecule
occurs in the low-temperature region (50−150 °C), and it is
described by a narrow dΘ/dT peak (fwhm = 55 °C), whereas
thermal detachment of the second NO3 molecule is ascribed by
a substantially broader (fwhm = 140 °C) desorption peak. The
diabatic associative desorption starts at about 380 °C, and the
process extends up to 570 °C where the last portions of NO3
are removed. The overall 3D thermodynamic diagram of the

Figure 7. (a) Cobalt spinel (100) surface element covered with one (a1) and two (a2) NO3 molecules. Gibbs free energy of NO3 adsorption as a
function of temperature for pNO3

set to 10−6 atm. (b1), together with the corresponding ΘNO3
vs T, dΘNO3

/dT vs T, and rdiss.N−O vs T profiles (b2).
3D Gibbs free energy diagrams of NO3 adsorption (c1), and the resulting surface coverage 3D diagram for a wide range of temperatures and NO3
pressures (c2).
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NO3 adsorption (Figure 7c1) was next transformed into the
NO3 coverage variation as a function of T and pNO2

(Figure
7c2). As can be inferred from the inspection of both diagrams,
at the presumed pressures, the surface is totally blocked by
adsorbed NO3 below 100 °C. The bare surface is expected to
appear in much higher temperatures, in comparison to NO2,
but only when the associative desorption conditions are
maintained. This remains in line with higher adsorption
energies of the NO3 molecules (−2.88 eV versus −1.91 eV). In
analogy to NO2, removal of the CoO···CoO adsorbed NO3
adspecies may actually occur along a dissociative pathway with
a lower barrier, as discussed in section 3.6. However, for the
assumed NO3 pressure, direct desorption of CoO−ONO2−
CoO adspecies takes place at temperatures T < 100 °C, thus a
significant value of the activation energy for the N−O bond
dissociation in NO3 adspecies (Eact = 1.42 eV, see below Figure
11, step b2′) hinders its feasibility. Therefore, in contrast to
NO2 (Figure 6b2), participation of dissociative NO3 desorption
is not expected, which is clearly revealed by absence of the
peak in the r(T) plot (blue line in Figure 7b2) in the low-
temperature region. For the more stable CoO−ONO2−CoT
adducts, the dissociation barrier of 2.25 eV (see Figure 11, step
a2′) shifts this process to 400 °C (50 °C higher than that
expected for direct desorption); thus, the dissociation rate
attenuated quickly by the decreasing coverage (reaching the
maximum peak at 500 °C). Overlapping of the thermodynamic
and kinetic peaks reveals that for the NO3 adduct with the
CoT···CoO sites a competition between the direct desorption

and dissociative desorption shall be expected, similar to the
NO2 case (see Figure 6).
The results presented above reveal that both NO2 and NO3

molecules are strongly attached to the (100) surface of Co3O4.
As a result, in the deN2O reaction, at moderate temperatures
(250 °C < T < 400 °C), the NO2 and NO3 molecules remain
strongly connected to the surface, blocking the CoT2c···Co

O
5c

cobalt active sites even at their very low abundances (log pNO2
/

p0 ≅ − 5). This fact accounts nicely for the harmful effect of
NOx presence in the tail gases of nitric acid plants on the N2O
decomposition efficiency66 or for high sensitivity of the Co3O4-
based sensors to NO2 detection.

41,42

3.5. Spectroscopic IR and Isotopic Exchange Experi-
ments. For verification of the obtained theoretical results, we
performed corroborative IR investigations, using NO adsorp-
tion on the surface of cubic Co3O4 nanocrystals covered by
oxygen, for in situ generation of the NO2 and NO3 adspecies
(Figure 8a). Initially, after adsorption of the 10 Torr of NO
under ambient conditions (Figure 8a1) the characteristic peaks
of the gaseous NO (1875 cm−1), NO2 (1650−1550 cm−1), and
N2O4 were detectable. Dinitrogen tetraoxide is obtained upon
NO2 dimerization, and its characteristic bands (νas(NO2) at
1758−1730 cm−1 and νs(NO2) at 1368−1359 cm−1) are
readily observed. In addition to gas-phase NO2 and N2O4,
sizable bands of the chemisorbed NO3 (1625 and 1560 cm−1)
and NO2 (1260 and 1525 cm−1) also appear. Accordingly, a
significant increase in the intensity of the characteristic NO2
and NO3 bands was observed in the spectrum collected after

Figure 8. In situ FT-IR spectra of NO adsorption on oxygen covered (100) surface exposed by Co3O4 nanocubes (a1) at room and (a2) at elevated
temperatures. A variable-temperature isotopic exchange pulse experiment of N16O interaction with the 18O covered surface (b).
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20 min of the NO exposure. It is worth mentioning that on the
bare Co3O4 surface, NO is not spontaneously oxidized to NO2
and NO3 adspecies under such conditions.65 The weakly
bonded and gas-phase NO, NO2, and N2O4 molecules are
easily removed by evacuation (Figures 8a2, bottom line),
leaving the IR bands of the NO2 and NO3 surface adducts
dominant. The bands at 1680, 1525, and 1315 cm−1 associated
with the vibrations of the NO2

− ligand can be assigned to the
surface CoT−NO2−CoO and CoT−NOO complexes and the
chelating NO2 adducts, respectively. The linkage isomers of
NO2 are revealed by the bands at 1260 and 1525 cm−1 due to
the O- and the N-coordinated ligands, respectively. These NO2
adspecies accumulate with time, accompanied by the
appearance of the bands at 1625 and 1560 cm−1 due to the
bound NO3

−. Judging upon their stability in the temperature
range of 100−400 °C, the 1625 cm−1 band can be associated
with bridging CoT−NO3−CoO adducts, whereas the 1560
cm−1 band with the mono CoT−NO3 adducts.

67

All such adducts were predicted to be stable by molecular
modeling (see Figures 2 and 4). These results reveal that in

line with theoretical predictions NO in the presence of the
reactive oxygen species is readily oxidized into NO2 and NO3
forms even at low temperatures, and these adspecies may
coexist adopting different conformations due to the com-
parable adsorption energies. Their relative abundance may also
be governed by different formation mechanism (see below,
section 3.6). Such a picture is essentially preserved upon
heating to 200 °C, which is in accordance with the predicted
thermal stability of both NO2 and NO3 admolecules (Figure 6
and 7). However, at 300 °C the bands assigned to NO2
adspecies are significantly reduced, whereas the NO3 bands
persist and become nearly depleted at 400 °C only (top
spectrum in Figure 8a2).
Thus, the IR results are in accordance with the predicted

thermal stability of the NO2 species for low pNO2
conditions

(see Figure 6b2), where NO2 desorption is expected to occur
just below 400 °C. For the NO3 surface adducts, however, a
diabatic direct NO3(ads) → NO3(gas) detachment is anticipated
to occur at much higher temperatures (around 600 °C, see
Figure 7b2). As already mentioned, such species may be

Figure 9. Pathways of the suprafacial NO↔ NO2 transformations over the CoT···CoO adsorption site on the cobalt spinel (100) surface. Structures
A1−A4 illustrate the NO and O coadsorption, whereas structures B1−B3 and C1−C3 represent the bridging and monodentate modes of the NO2
adsorption, respectively. Stabilization energies calculated with respect to a half of the gas phase O2 are marked in red, and those with respect to gas
NO are in green. The activation barriers of the forward and backward steps in black. Color coding: O, red; N, navy blue; CoT2c cobalt−violet;
CoO5c cobalt−blue.
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removed from the surface along an indirect, and energetically
more expedient, stepwise mechanism that involves breaking of
one of the N−O bonds of the NO3 molecule with the
concomitant formation of the surface NO2 and O species
(NO3(ads) → NO2(ads) + O(ads)). Such a mechanism is described
in the next section in detail, and the resulting adspecies may
desorb independently (NO2(ads) directly and O(ads) via diffusive
recombination into O2(g))

68 at temperatures below 400 °C, in
accordance with the spectroscopic observations.
The feasibility of a straightforward N−O bond making and

breaking processes was next ascertained by pulse isotopic
exchange experiments (Figure 8b), where N16O was adsorbed
in a pulse fashion on the (100) surface covered by 18O-labeled
oxygen. A strong isotopic exchange between 18O(ads) and N16O
occurs already above 200 °C, as can be inferred from the
simultaneous presence of the N16O and N18O isotopomers in
the gas phase. The N18O/N16O ratio in the gas phase increases
with the temperature, but surprisingly, the N18O isotopomer
was always prevailing in the products, despite N16O being used.
This result suggests the operation of an isotopic exchange
mechanism, which involves alternate breaking of the N−O
bonds in the 16O−N−18O intermediate (NO2(ads)), formed by
the association of the adsorbed N16O with the surface 18O
reactive species. Such bond breaking may produce both N16O
and N18O isotopomers following the reaction:

The scrambling is expected to be favored over the dual CoO5c···
CoO5c sites.
3.6. Surface Dynamics of the NOx Adspecies. For the

comprehensive description of the observed intermolecular
surface dynamics of the O ↔NO ↔ NO2↔ NO3 conversion,
we calculated transition states and the energy barriers of the
most relevant steps of the examined surface processes. The
entropic terms were not considered explicitly here, since for
the surface-confined events such contributions are relatively
small in comparison to the dominant energy terms, as they also
mutually cancel to a large extent.69 Taking into account the
large number of possible elementary steps, we discussed the
NO ↔ NO2 and NO2 ↔ NO3 conversions separately. The
proposed molecular course of the NO ↔ NO2 transformation
over the dual CoT···CoO site is presented in Figure 9, where for
each step the energy barriers (expressed in eV and marked in
black) are indicated. For all considered surface adducts, the
adsorption energies are calculated against that of gas-phase
NO2 (these values are colored in blue). In the case of
dissociatively adsorbed NO2, stabilization of both moieties is
additionally shown, for the NO fragment with respect to the
NOgas energy (marked in green) and for the O adatom with
respect to a half of the energy of the O2 molecule (marked in
red).
Structures A1−A4 show the coexistence of the NO(ads) and

O(ads) adspecies in different configurations, which may result
from dissociative adsorption of NO2. Such structures may also
be taken as a starting point for the one-step on-surface
production of the bridging NO2 adducts of various linkage
isomerism (B1−B3). The N−O bond formation is represented
by steps a1−a4, whereas the N−O bond dissociation is
described by reverse steps a1′−a4′. The calculated energy
barriers reveal that in each case formation of the associatively

bound NO2 species from the corresponding fragments is facile
(the corresponding Ea values are in the range of 0.29−0.49
eV). Such findings are in line with the experimental IR
observation that NO2 bands appear immediately upon NO is
contacted with the oxygen covered spinel surface, even at
ambient temperatures (see Figure 8a). In contrast, a reverse
reaction of the NO2 adduct decomposition (back into O(ads)
and NO(ads) species) is always much more demanding, as the
calculated Ea values are situated between 1.45 to 2.44 eV). This
discrepancy may be accounted for by large difference in the
stability between the associative and dissociative NO2
adsorption modes (Figure 2).
Associative NO2 adsorption forms B1−B3 can be trans-

formed quite easily into each other (see steps b1−b3 and b1′−
b3′). The μ-η1(O):η1(N) adducts, CoT−NO2−CoO (B1) and
CoT−O2N−CoO (B2), are separated by the medium barriers
(around 0.7 eV), whereas their transformation into the most
stable μ-η1(O):η1(O) CoT−NO2−CoO surface complex (B3) is
distinctly more demanding (Ea = 1.10 and 1.19 eV). The
bridging NO2 ligand in all complexes has to overcome the
energy barrier of 1.63−1.91 eV to be diabatically released
without dissociation. The NO2 liberation may instead occur via
a less demanding two-step pathway that is featured by breaking
of the one bond only. Such mechanism is launched following
one of steps c1−c3, which all lead to the monodentate ligation
of NO2 in different configurations (C1−C3 structures). These
steps differ in the activation energy, depending on the actual
starting adduct and the nature of the bond that is broken. For
the μ-η1(N):η1(O)-CoT−N(O)O−CoO complexes (c1 step),
the dissociation barrier of the CoO−O bond breaking is equal
to only 0.34 eV, whereas when the CoT−O bond is cleaved
(pathway c2), this barrier increases to 1.45 eV. In the case of
the μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−ONO−CoO adduct (B3), the activa-
tion energy of the CoT−O bond breaking (step c3) exhibits an
intermediate value of 0.81 eV. The resultant monodentate
species (C1−C3) are also unevenly stabilized. The CT

2c
attached NO2 complexes (C1 and C3) which are more easily
built are still strongly bonded (Eads of 1.57 and 1.43 eV,
respectively), whereas the less stabilized adduct (0.75 eV), C2,
with NO2 attached to CoO5c is characterized by significantly
lower adsorption energy. All three established pathways of the
NO2 desorption from the CoT···CoO dual sites are featured by
significant activation barriers. In the case of the B1−C2 and
B3−C3 routes, the desorption is disfavored by the high
adsorption energies of the monodentate NO2 species, whereas
for the B2−C2 pathway, it is disfavored by the high barrier of
the O−NO bond breaking. Thus, NO2 desorption from the
CoT···CoO dual sites is not expected to take place readily at low
and moderate temperatures.
Summarizing, analysis of the interfacial dynamics of the NOx

adspecies stabilized on the dual CoT···CoO sites shows that
they are easily formed and are stable up to T > ∼400 °C (see
Figure 6). Thus, the CoT···CoO sites being blocked in the
temperature range when the NO → NO2 oxidation is
observed40 cannot constitute efficient active centers for the
NO oxidation reaction and cannot play any significant role in
the experimentally observed isotopic N18O/N16O scrambling
as well (Figure 8b).
The situation is significantly different for the dual CoO···CoO

sites that accommodate NO2 at the distinctly lower extent.
From the thermodynamic considerations, we can expect that
such sites are bare at temperatures above 150 °C (see Figures
6b and 7b) and may be responsible for the catalytic activity of
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the NO oxidation and N18O/N16O scrambling reactions. As
shown in Figure 10, the number of possible molecular events is
significantly reduced comparing with the CoO···CoT pair
centers. Again, the dissociative adsorption of NO2 (A1 and
A2 structures) is energetically much less favorable than the
associative one (B1 and B2). Thus, the on-surface N−O bond
formation is thermodynamically favored, and the barriers of
such process are quite small (a1 = 0.21 eV and a2 = 0.45 eV;
see Figure 10). The associatively adsorbed bridging adducts
(B1 and B2) may mutually be transformed into each other, but
with rather large barriers of 1.35 and 1.67 eV, respectively (see
steps b1 and b1′). Breaking of the N−O bond in the bridging
conformations (B1 and B2) that may initiate the NO2
desorption route, requires 0.82 and 1.05 eV for steps c1 and
c2 to proceed, respectively. However, compared to the dual
CoT···CoO sites, the monodentate NO2 ligand is less tightly
bound (−0.75 and −0.68 eV versus −1.65 or −1.91 eV), and it

may thereby be released at lower temperatures. Such a
situation is beneficial for low-temperature catalytic oxidation of
NO which, in fact, is experimentally observed to occur slightly
above 200 °C. A more detailed inspection of the NO↔ NO2
transformation reveals also a plausible mechanism of the
observed isotopic scrambling (see Figure 8b). It is clear that
dissociation of the NO2 adducts back into the NO(ads) and
O(ads) components is more demanding than the N−O bond
formation. The barrier for the NO2 dissociation in the μ-
η1(O):η1(O) CoO−ONO−CoO adduct (B2) is significant (a′2
= 2.35 eV), making such process feasible only at elevated
temperatures, well above the temperature window for the
direct associative NO2 desorption. Thus, this route it is
substantially hindered and can not account for the
experimental isotopic exchange results. The second μ-
η1(O):η1(N)-CoO−O(O)N−CoO adduct (B1) exhibits the
smaller barrier of 1.16 eV (a′1 step) to dissociate NO2, which is

Figure 10. Pathways of the suprafacial NO ↔ NO2 transformation over the CoO···CoO adsorption site on the cobalt spinel (100) surface.
Structures A1 and A2 depict NO and O coadsorption, whereas structures B1 and B2 and C1 and C2 represent bridging and monodentate modes of
NO2 adsorption, respectively. Stabilization energies calculated with respect to half of the gas phase O2 are marked in red, and those with respect to
gas NO are in green. The activation forward and backward barriers in black. Color coding: O, red; N, navy blue; CoT2c cobalt−violet; CoO5c
cobalt−blue.

Figure 11. Pathways of the suprafacial NO2 ↔ NO3 transformation over the CoO···CoT (top panel) and CoO···CoT (bottom panel) adsorption sites
on cobalt spinel (100) surface. Structures A1 and A2 depict NO2 and O coadsorption. Structures B1 and B2 refer to reaction intermediates with
monodentate NO2 adspecies, whereas C1 and C2 represent bridging modes of NO3 adsorption. The activation energies of the forward and
backward steps marked in black. Color coding: O, red; N, navy blue; CoT2c cobalt−violet; CoO5c cobalt−blue.
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comparable to the NO2 adsorption energy. Thus, both
processes of associative NO2 desorption and NO2 dissociation
may occur concurrently (see also Figure 6b2). The second is,
therefore, responsible for the N18O −N16O isotopic scram-
bling. For this purpose, the involvement of monodentate
adduct C1 as an intermediate is necessary. Indeed, once the
bridging NO2 adduct is formed (B1), it may turn into C1 by
breaking a Co−O bond with the relatively small activation
energy of Ea = 0.82 eV (step c1). The resultant monodentate
O2N−CoO complex may release the NO2 ligand (Edes = 0.75
eV), delineating the final step of the NO to NO2 oxidation.
Alternatively, by employing the “left” or “right” oxygen atom it
may be rebound to the bare CoO site to restore the μ-
η1(O):η1(N)-CoO−O(O)N−CoO adduct (c1′) with Ea of 0.68
eV only. The doubly bonded μ-η1(O):η1(N)-CoO−ONO−
CoO may, in turn, dissociate to NO and O adspecies. Taking
into account that NO is stabilized on the CoO site by only 0.49
eV, its desorption may compete successfully with the
restoration of the bridging adspecies (B1), thanks to the
substantial gain in the entropy owing to NO(g) release (such
labile molecules are expected to liberate surface at temper-
atures below 0 °C, even at rather high pressures of NO (0.01
atm), see Figure S6). As a result, the A1 ↔ B1 ↔ C1 pathway
plays a pivotal role in the mechanism of the N16O/N18O
isotopic exchange and the NO to NO2 oxidation reactions and
their mutual trade-off as well.
The molecular route of the on-surface transformation of

NO2 into NO3 over the Co
T···CoO and CoT···CoO dual centers

is shown in Figure 11. In both cases, the lowest activation
energy was found for the two-step process with formation of a
monodentate intermediate. The A1 → B1 → C1 sequence
presented in the top panel of Figure 11 illustrates such
mechanism for the CoT···CoO sites. It begins by involving the
CoT−O and μ-η1(N):η1(O)-CoO−ONO−CoO adducts (A1)
and requires a moderate activation energy of 0.88 eV for the
CoO−N bond breaking to occur (a1). The resultant η1(O)-
CoO−ONO top-on adduct (B1) may retract with the adjacent
CoT−O species (step b1), giving rise to NO3 formation in the
most stable μ-η1(O):η1(O) CoT−ONO2−CoO conformation
(C1). The barrier of this step is small (Ea = 0.42 eV only); thus,
such on-surface development of the NO3 adspecies can be
expected to occur even at ambient temperature (in accordance
with the IR experiments). Final bridging NO3 adduct C1 is
thermodynamically much more stable than the starting (A1)
and intermediate (B1) configurations (by 1.23 and 1.83 eV,
respectively). Thus, once μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−ONO2−CoO is
formed it might virtually block the CoT···CoO dual sites up to
very high temperatures, as direct diabatic desorption is
expected to occur around 500 °C (see Figure 7b2). Actually,
before the reaction temperature reaches the level of the NO3
release, the dissociation reaction is expected to take place
earlier (step b2′). The barrier for such dissociation is equal to
2.25 eV, whereas the direct NO3 desorption process needs to
overwhelm the adsorption energy of 2.88 eV. As a result, the
one-step direct NO3 desorption is circumvented by the more
involved two-step mechanism of NO3(ads) dissociation into
NO2(ads) and O(ads) fragments, which next desorb separately,
lowering the temperature of the overall reaction to ∼400 °C in
accordance with the high-temperature IR results (see Figures
7b1 and 8a2).
The NO2 to NO3 oxidation pathway over the CoO···CoO

dual site is presented in the bottom panel of Figure 11 (A2 →
B2 → C2 sequence). It begins with the same μ-η1(N):η1(O)-

CoO−N(O)O−CoO adduct but involves different nearby
surface oxygen species (CoO−O instead of CoT−O). Initial
step a2 consists in the transformation of the bridging NO2
complex into a monodentate η1-O form with Ea = 0.81 eV.
Then, upon the formation of another N−O bond with rather
small energy barrier (step b2 with Ea = 0.31 eV) a bridging μ-
η1:η1-CoO−ONO2−CoO surface complex is formed, even at
ambient conditions (in line with the IR observations). The
resultant μ-η1:η1-CoO−ONO2−CoO adduct is significantly less
stable than that with NO3 attached to the CoT···CoO sites, and
its desorption is expected to take place around 100 °C (see
Figure 7b2), i.e., in the same temperature region in which
dissociative desorption occurs (see blue solid line in Figure
7b2) but to a much lower extent.
Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the direct one-step

formation of NO3 from the most stable NO2 and O adspecies
is energetically quite demanding over both dual CoT···CoO and
CoO···CoO centers (Ea = 3.88 and 3.4 eV, respectively), due to
pronounced geometrical restrictions (see Figure S7). Such a
reaction needs robust reorganization of the bond lengths in the
corresponding transition states (Co−O bond is nearly broken
when the incipient N−O bond is just emerging). Thus, being
kinetically hindered is not expected to play any significant role
in the investigated reactions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Comprehensive spin-unrestricted DFT + U/PW91 and ab
initio thermodynamic calculations combined with IR and
isotopic exchange measurements revealed large variety of N-
and O-bound monodentate (η1), bidentate (η2), bridging
bidentate (μ-η2), and bridging monodentate (μ-η1:η1) adducts
of the associatively adsorbed NO2 and NO3 on the (100)
surface of cobalt spinel nanocubes. The most stable were the
bridging μ-η1(O):η1(O)-CoT−ONO−CoO (−1.91 eV) and
chelating η2(O,O)-NO2−CoT (−1.87 eV) adducts associated
with the dual CoT2c···Co

O
5c sites. The parallel μ-η

1(O):η1(O)-
CoO−ONO−CoO (−1.25 eV) and η2(O,O)-NO2−CoO
(−1.57 eV) surface complexes of CoO2c···Co

O
5c centers were

more feebly bound. Analysis of the DOS structure, spin
density, and the atomic partial charge repartition allowed for
detailed interpretation of the electronic structure of the most
stable NO2 and NO3 surface adducts. It was shown that the
hybridization extent of the key σ and π/π* orbitals of NO2 and
NO3 with the relevant 3d orbitals of the CoT and CoO sites
exhibits strongly uneven involvement of both cobalt centers in
the ligation process. The constructed thermodynamic ΘNO2

=

f(pNO2
, T) and dΘNO2

/dT vs T diagrams were successfully used
for quantitative interpretation of the NO2 and NO3
adsorption/desorption processes on the (100) surface in
wide range of temperatures and pressures. It was argued that
the CoT···CoO sites being blocked act as spectators, whereas
the CoO···CoO centers play the role of active centers in
catalytic processes such as NO to NO2 oxidation or N16O/
N18O isotopic exchange. The spectroscopic signatures and
stability of the identified NOx adspecies were established in
variable temperature IR measurements. The diagnostic IR
band for the bridging CoT−NO2−CoO adducts appears at
1680 cm−1, for the chelating, mondentate N- and O-bound
CoT−NOO complexes at 1315, 1260, and 1525 cm−1, whereas
for the bridging CoT−NO3−CoO and the monodentate CoT−
NO3 adducts at 1625 and 1560 cm−1, respectively. A complex
intermolecular surface O ↔NO ↔ NO2↔ NO3 dynamics was
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established and applied for elucidation the intricate mechanism
of NO2 and NO3 desorption, NO oxidation, and isotopic
exchange, providing a suitable background for other catalytic
processes involving nitrogen oxides. A notable agreement
between the experiment and theory substantiates the proposed
identification of the most important NOx adspecies and the
developed molecular mechanism of their surface and interfacial
dynamics.
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